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Caracole Debuts Modern Streamline Collection at Spring Market
Whole-home collection features 1940s industrial styling interpreted for today’s lifestyles
Greensboro, N.C., April 18, 2017 – Inspired by 1940s American industrial design, Caracole’s new Modern Streamline
collection delivers clean, contemporary styling with timeless design influences. Making its debut at the April High Point Furniture Market, the whole-home group features stunning furnishings with streamlined silhouettes wearing handsome finishes
accented with warm metallics.
“Modern Streamline offers a fresh take on the timeless theme of Streamline Modern design,” says Scott Smith, president and
CEO. “Influenced by 1940s industrial design, the aesthetic is timeless and relevant for today. Overall, the look is clean and
sleek and we’ve interpreted it for today’s lifestyles.”
Furnishings in the Modern Streamline collection reflect the Streamline Modern design aesthetic from the 1940s. The pieces
feature flowing natural forms, undulating lines, dynamic curves, and horizontal shapes. Essentially a product of industrial
designers, and frequently seen in the design of everything from appliances to cars and trains, the Streamlining movement is
associated with prosperity and a focus on the future. Similarly, Caracole’s interpretation is future-focused with furniture interpretations designed for today’s lifestyles and destined to remain relevant over the years.
Caracole’s Modern Streamline features an Aged Bourbon finish—a brown mid-tone on fumed, quartered/figured eucalyptus,
as well as a complementary wood stain, Bourbon Glaze. The collection also features: Dark Chocolate, a high-sheen blackbrown painted accent finish; Golden Bronze, a slightly warm bronze-plated metal tone in both satin and brushed; and Smoked
Bronze, a coordinating bronze metallic painted finish.
Highlights of this season’s introductions include:
Modern Streamline Bel Geddes Chair: This open barrel-back chair is on the right track
to becoming a future classic. The chair is suspended inside a half-moon-shaped frame of
fumed figured eucalyptus wood, finished to a high sheen in Aged Bourbon. This frame
wraps around the back and descends downward to create the front legs that are fronted
by Golden Bronze trim on the lower half of the legs. Thin Golden Bronze rail legs at the
back center of the chair add style and stability. The upper wooden frame is comfortably
upholstered, along with the tight seat, in a rich espresso fabric.
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Modern Streamline Commodore End Table: The round shapes, wide-paneled legs, glass and metal details of Mid-Century Modern furniture stand out
in this restyled end table. The chunky round top sits on four ultra-wide panels
that have an inner arch and are trimmed in Smoked Bronze. The piece showcases fumed, figured eucalyptus wood that has been finished to a high sheen
in Aged Bourbon. In the center of the table is a round piece of bronze glass.

Modern Streamline Entertainment: With strong horizontal lines,
this entertainment center is a story in mixed media. The rectangular case features a strong curve around one end bringing out
retro-modern style. The overall look is a beautiful display of fumed
figured eucalyptus wood, finished to a high sheen in Aged Bourbon
with Smoked Bronze accents, while elongated custom metal hardware make this a piece for the ages.

Modern Streamline Nightstand: This half-moon-shaped nightstand is constructed of fumed figured eucalyptus that has been finished in Aged Bourbon
with a high sheen. Two rounded drawers open with custom Smoked Bronze metal pulls in the shape of half-moons. Interiors are finished in a Dark Chocolate
painted finish and offer hidden cord storage. A Smoked Bronze band outlines the
front edge, and the entire piece rests atop a Smoked Bronze metal frame.

###
ABOUT CARACOLE
A leader in both style and quality, Caracole delivers distinctive designs with high-style at an exceptional value. Known for its
unique materials, rich finishes and on-trend fabrics, the whole-home furniture manufacturer offers a variety of stylish product
portfolios designed to fit today’s homes and lifestyles. These include Caracole Classic, Caracole Modern, Caracole Signature,
Compositions, and Caracole Couture Custom Upholstery.
Available to both the trade and designers, Caracole shows at the High Point Furniture Market in two locations: the new Caracole Boutique at 330 N. Hamilton and its primary showroom in the IHFC -C500. For more information, visit caracole.com.
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